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Our pioneering project in Schwertberg is setting new standards 
for future-oriented construction and energy efficiency.

Energy-self-sufficient, affordable living, taking 
into consideration individual desires, progressive 
technology and healthy building materials.

Our cooperation with renowned, reliable partners 
is your guarantee for worry-free construction.

ENERGY
MODULES

7
More independent 

with every step!



First there was the vision: constructing a self-
sufficient home primarily independent from 
sources of fossil energy like oil and gas, and 
which generates its own power to operate the 
home, thereby remaining "affordable". 
We tackled this challenge with a group of 
innovative partner companies.

The objective was to supply the house 
with as much solar-generated heating and 
power as possible, coupled with regional, 
sustainable, and environmentally-friendly 
sources of available energy, such as wood. 
Corresponding stores ensure that heat and  
power are sufficiently available whenever the  
sun is not shining, or whenever the grid is not  
in operation.

However, being self-sufficient and energy-
independent comes at a cost. Whether or not 
it is financially feasible comes down to personal 
circumstances. In order to facilitate extensive 
independence from energy for as many people 
as possible, we have developed a building and 
energy concept with 7 modules with which 
you can become energy-self-sufficient one step 
at a time.

 

The VitalSonnenhausPro can also be attuned  
to the individual needs of every building  
contractor and every resident in terms of 
energy efficiency and independence. It was 
also especially important to us that we combine 
energy-efficient architecture with tested  
materials, while ensuring easy and comfort- 
able living. Vital bricks are thus one optimal 
requirement.

This building report will show you the develop-
ment of our model building in Schwertberg with 
the most important stages of construction, and 
will describe each step and component of our 
building and energy concept.
 
Enjoy the read and the realization of your 
VitalSonnenhausPro.

ENERGY-SELF-
SUFFICIENT AND 
AFFORDABLE
DON’T HAVE TO BE 
CONTRADICTORY! 

CEO Leitl-Werke
Martin Leitl

The combination of energy-
efficient architecture and 
tested materials – all attuned 
to suit individual needs.



Since 2007 I have been an independent planner 
and executing architect, and from the very start 
I have been fascinated and excited by the 
"Sonnenhaus" ("Sunhouse") concept.

Following the motto, "Knowing is not enough - 
you also have to act," the concept for the first 
ENERGY-SELF-SUFFICIENT Sonnenhaus 
in Austria began in cooperation with Leitl and 
many other renowned partners.

One important parameter for me was the 
combination of state-of-the-art architecture with 
sophisticated solar home technology which shall 
ring in a new era of CO2-neutral construction 
without impairing structure and living standards.

On the contrary, the building shall utilise freely 
consumed solar energy to become a small energy 
plant for additional living comfort, wellness, and 
luxury. The desired room temperature can be set, 
and a whirlpool and sauna can be operated without 
additional energy costs, making vital construction 
and healthy living in a solar house an affordable 
luxury. Natural building materials like bricks, wood-
aluminium windows, etc., as well as the most efficient 
and shortest possible transportation routes for these 
materials also lend the building feel-good character 
and charm.

The building will also be up to 100 % CO2-neutral 
during daily operation. We owe our environment 
and the next generation that much.

In the planning phase it became clear that we need 
innovative companies and consultants familiar with 
the fields of solar energy, photovoltaics, and the 
storage of heat and power in order to implement 
our wishes both with regards to architecture as well 
as affordability.

A south-facing solar energy facade design, west-
facing PV modules installed between glass panes, 
and a PV unit on the roof are the energy suppliers. 
The heat is stored in an installations room in  
2 x 4,500 litre buffer stores, concrete core cooling 
of all solid ceilings, and outer wall cooling. Power 
is stored in a battery by hybrid inverters, and any 
surplus power is fed into the public grid.

Leitl VitalSonnenhausPro consultant & 
contractor of the 1st Leitl VitalSonnenhausPro

Architect Boris Tiziano Maier

The sunny sides of life in the 
Leitl VitalSonnenhausPro



FUTUREPROOF 
CONSTRUCTION 
WITH FEELGOOD 
GUARANTEE
The Leitl VitaSonnenhausPro: A future-facing building and energy  
concept to erect an energy-self-sufficient, affordable solar house.

Climate change and astronomical energy costs provide 21st-century 
home building with new challenges. Furthermore, the EU building directive  
demands so-called "nearly zero-energy buildings" by 2020. That’s reason 
enough to adjust and redevelop building concepts of the future to these  
circumstances. But it does not all come down to progressive technology - the 
incorporation of individual desires and proven design with healthy materials 
cannot be neglected.

Our future-facing building and energy concept is built upon this, which  
guarantees comfortable living to the highest degree and comfort with  
maximum energy efficiency.
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PROF. TIMO LEUKEFELD
Energy expert and project consultant

Leitl VitalSonnenhausPro

"As a specialist in contemporary energy treatment, 
I work with energy and energetic living of the future. 

My goal is an independent supply of energy year-round."

PROVEN 
MATERIALS 

++
SELECTED 
PARTNERS

PROGRESSIVE 
TECHNOLOGY 

SOLAR POWER1

SOLAR HEAT2

ENERGY STORES
– Ceiling activation
– Wall activation
– Battery storage
– Water storage
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SELF-SUFFICIENT
The supply of 100 % heating and power shall primarily be facilitated 
by the sun – or supported by regionally available, renewable energy as 
needed – in the summer and winter. This building shall thus not only 
generate surplus energy in the summer, but will also be able to supply 
itself with energy in the winter.

POWER REQUIREMENTS
There are two modes of operation:
a)  In "Self-sufficient" mode, the house can be operated entirely, and 

completely self-sufficiently, by energy-efficient appliances without 
any connection to the public power grid. The power will chiefly be 
generated by the photovoltaic unit and if need be by the Stirling 
engine in the pellet furnace.

b)  In "Comfort" mode, the house will connect to the public power grid. 
Therefore, as much power can be consumed as is needed, whereby 
surplus energy – which cannot be used or stored - is fed back into 
the grid, and any necessary peak current can be extracted from 
the grid. If the sun is not shining, an appropriately sized battery will 
supply energy in both cases.

 
HEATING REQUIREMENTS
The heat energy will primarily be generated by solar-thermal collectors  
and supported by the pellet furnace or the fireplace oven as needed.  
The heat is stored in water stores, as well as in the ceilings via  
component activation. Very low-temperature solar heat can also be 
utilized: on cold days it will help heat the northern outer wall, thereby 
mitigating heat loss.
 
AFFORDABILITY
The respectively desired level of self-sufficiency can be set with the 
module concept, which can be realized gradually. This will keep  
the house affordable and in line with your respective budget, and the  
level of self-sufficiency can always be increased with innovative energy 
technology without any need for renovation.

THE MODULAR DESIGN – STEP BY STEP TO AN ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENT FUTURE

Savings*

70 %
Heat for heating 
and hot water 

100 %
Power for heating 

and electrical 
appliances

Module 5
SELF-

SUFFICIENCY

Savings*

50 %
Heat for heating 
and hot water

Module 2
SOLAR 

HEATING

Savings*

70 %
Heat for heating 
and hot water

50 %
Power for heating 

and electrical 
appliances

Module 4
SOLAR 
POWER

Savings*

100 %
Heat for heating 
and hot water

100 %
Power for heating 

and electrical 
appliances

plus
power for refueling

Module 7
FUTURE 

TECHNOLOGY

Savings*

70 %
Heat for heating 
and hot water

Module 3
COMPONENT 
ACTIVATION

Savings*

70 %
Heat for heating 
and hot water

100 %
Power for heating 

and electrical 
appliances

plus
power for refueling

Module 6
ELECTRO-
MOBILITY

Savings*

25 %
Heat for heating 
and hot water

Module 1
SOLAR HEATING + 
BIOMASS HEATING

* Base of calculation: 4-person household in a living space of 140 m² and annual power consumption of 2,000 kWh.
 The basis: Low-energy home / heat-insulating building exterior: 50 cm Vital brick outer wall / panel heating: 
 floor, ceiling, or wall heating / efficient electrical appliances: low power consumption

THE GOAL OF THE PROJECT IS THE CONSTRUCTION OF AN 

ENERGY SELF-SUFFICIENT, AFFORDABLE SOLAR HOUSE



MAKE AN 
APPOINTMENT 
TO VIEW THE  

PROPERTY: 
++43/664/16 60 886



What started out as a vision for the future has  
become reality as of October 2016: the first energy- 
self-sufficient Leitl VitalSonnenhausPro opened in 
Schwertberg, Upper Austria!
On this page we will give you a brief overview of its 
conception from foundation stone to completion.

The VitalSonnenhausPro at Friedeggstrasse 14, 
4311 Schwertberg/Austria, can be viewed at any 
time after making an appointment.

We look forward to your visit!

You can find details about the Leitl VitalSonnen-
hausPro partners on the following pages. Technical 
information about the building can be found on the 
back of this brochure.

WELCOME TO 
THE FIRST

VITAL- 
SONNEN-
HAUS PRO!

INDIVIDUAL PLANNING 

RELIABLE MATERIALS 

PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY 

SELECT PARTNERS



Energy efficiency 
is important, but 
so is healthy and 
comfortable living.

INTRODUCING 
OUR PARTNERS:

AC PRODUCTS
AND AIR IONS FOR
INDOORS

When it comes to the interplay between  
high-tech and tradition, Baumit plays an  
important role in the success of this future- 
facing project, ensuring comfortable living 
of the highest degree with such innovations  
as Baumit KlimaPutz S, KlimaFarbe, and 
Ionit Wall Cream.

Because of its micro-porous surface  
structure, Baumit KlimaPutz products use 
a large portion of the wall space to absorb,  
store, and emit air moisture. Baumit Ionit, 
the unique indoor wall coating, naturally cools 
the breathing air and makes a significant 
contribution to more well-being and vitality 
– everything VitalSonnenhausPro stands for.

HARDTOP – THE DESIGN FACADE
Baumit HardTop – the optimal combination  
of reduced design and first-class facade  
protection – used in Schwertberg.

Baumit HardTop Boards are the 
perfect optical complement to  
solar and photovoltaic panels.

With this innovative project,  
Baumit shows that ecological  
and sustainable construction is 
possible without major technical 
effort and expenses.

ALWOOD WINDOWS IN WOOD-ALU & 
ALEVO WINDOWS IN PLASTIC-ALU
The Actual Fenster Group from Austria is a complete  
provider of high-quality design for windows and doors 
in wood-aluminium, plastic-aluminium, wood, plastic,  
and aluminium, as well as the LOFT full-glass system  
and solar protection. ACTUAL draws on its 46 years  
of experience in plastic technology and 96 years  
of experience in wood processing. The ACTUAL  
brand stands for pure aesthetics with a cubic and 
straight-lined design, optimal energy efficiency, 
and the high quality of an Austrian family company.
 
ACTUAL ALWOOD and ALEVO 
Austrian window design ALWOOD (wood-alu) and  
ALEVO (plastic-alu) from ACTUAL are very distinctive 
from normal windows. Flush-mount both inside and out, 
cubically straight without any slants and glass strips, 
the window looks like it was shaped from one cast. The  
minimalist window casement ensures more light and 
solar yields.
 
New style: light instead of walls
The LOFT full-glass design, combined with the straight, 
flush window design from ACTUAL, creates well-being 
and the sense of unrestricted living. Nature and living 
space blend into one unit. The barrier-free transition  
of sliding doors and special packages for robbery  
protection and noise protection ensure more comfort.

Ideas with
a future

for the
VitalSonnen- 

hausPro
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Fronius International is an Austrian company based in Pettenbach, with  
additional locations in Wels, Thalheim, Steinhaus, and Sattledt. The company,  
with 3,723 employees worldwide, is active in welding technology, photovoltaics,  
and battery charging technology. It achieves its 90 % export share with 24  
international Fronius companies and sales partners/representatives in more than 
60 countries. Fronius is an innovation pioneer on the global market with  
innovative products and services, as well as 838 successful patents.

Fronius uses an unbeatable source of energy  
to stay energy self-sufficient: the sun. The 
Fronius Symo Hybrid inverter uses its 40 m² 
of photovoltaic modules to convert generated 
direct current into household power. If more 
power is generated than is used, this surplus 
is stored in the Fronius Solar Battery. If 
the sun is not shining, the battery provides 
enough energy for the entire building. This is 
enough to provide two days of energy to a 
4-person household. This equates to eight 
months of energy self-sufficiency over one 
year. When winter comes, you simply utilise 
the pellet heating, which can also generate 
power with the built-in Stirling engine. The 
emergency power supply also eliminates any 
outages.
 

Energy self-
sufficient
with help 
from the sun
Fronius Energy 
Package

A clear concept of
attractive living
Sophisticated interior planning and the world’s 
most attractive furniture brands.
Hoflehner Interiors is capable of designing rooms in 
such a way that they are still pleasant and timelessly 
modern years after being designed.
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Vital Solex
The Leitl Vital brick

Extremely lightweight! 
Only 15 kg/pc.

U = 0,15

Vital 
Solex

W/m2K unplastered

JOKA PRESENTS THE 
BOXSPRING BED SERIES 
"NOBLESSE" IN THE LEITL 
VITALSONNENHAUSPRO
The family-operated company, founded in 
1921, has always and continues to manufacture  
solely in Austria and is thus able to respond 

quickly and flexibly to customer needs – but 
that’s not the only reason why. High-quality 

craftsmanship and extensive prowess form 
the perfect foundation for this. JOKA’s line of 
mattresses, beds and upholstered furniture is 
distinguished by its function, quality and design 
standards.

The very elegant boxspring bed series  
"Noblesse" is impressive for its timeless 
design and great selection of various head-
boards. As is customary with JOKA, the  
interior of the underbed is available in 
spring-core, barrel spring-core, or FlexiNet® 
and can thus be perfectly matched with the 

selected mattress. With the Flexi-Net®  
system, made from hand-woven cold foam 
webbing, the box-spring bed can be selected 
in a metal-free version as well.

LEITL VITAL BRICKS AND SOLAR-ACTIVATED CEILINGS
The range of exclusive Leitl Vital bricks combines the vitalizing qualities of 
Eferdinger medicinal clay with technical perfection. The optimal building  
exterior is constructed with massive, highly insulating ’50s masonry, thereby 
ensuring the greatest living climate.

Concrete components: ceiling systems and double walls
The elements are manufactured in the plant and laid or installed within  
minutes by a crane at the construction site. The required firmness and static 
demands are achieved by the concrete poured in on site. Leitl’s premium 
products were smartly redeveloped and enhanced for the Leitl VitalSonnen-
hausPro building and energy concept.
 
The greatest living comfort – meagre energy consumption – the solar- 
cooled wall and concrete core cooling 
 
Solar-cooled outer wall: In order to save as much heating energy as pos-
sible, heat loss shall be kept to a minimum by outer walls. Similar to floor 
heating, heater hoses are installed in the exterior plaster of the outer walls 
and heated by the heat transfer fluid via excess heat from the solar unit.

Component cooling: The ceilings are activated with solar 
heat via pipes installed in the ceilings on site before cemen-
ting. This makes them ideal storers of heat. The system be-
nefits of component activation can be used both for heating 
as well as gentle, comfortable cooling.
Components activated with solar heat reduce heat loss, 
minimize the size of water reservoirs, are environmentally 
friendly, and contribute to a comfortable room temperature 
– all at low investment and operating costs.
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Highly energy-
efficient fireplaces
for state-of-the-art 
heating technology
Schiedel, Europe’s market leader in fireplace 
and exhaust gas systems, stands for 
heating, ventilation – and life. A cosy fire 
and fresh air mean more living comfort 
and quality of living – more security 
and independence.

The KINGFIRE AQUA S is a logical and  
consistent redevelopment of the tried and 
true base model KINGFIRE. By expanding 
the heating output – regardless of the  
ambient air – with an additional water heat 
exchanger – the heat not required to heat 
the installation room can be optimally  
utilized. The "excess" heat is efficiently used 
to prepare the water heater or heat other 
rooms via an attached buffer reservoir.

Power-generating pellet heating from  
ÖkoFEN is used in the VitalSonnenhausPro. 
It is distinctive for its highly efficient Condens 
calorific value technology, which facilitates up 
to 15 % of fuel savings compared to a tradi-
tional pellet heating system.

The big bonus is the power, which the pellet 
furnace also generates for the home alongside  
heat. "When choosing a heating system, the 
important thing for me was that it can generate  
both heat and power. I opted for ÖkoFEN 
because the Mühlviertel-based company 
combines highly efficient fuel calorific 
value technology and power production 
technology in one pellet furnace. ÖkoFEN is 
the only manufacturer to offer this combi-
nation worldwide. Only with the Smart_e can 
an island mode be set in the winter months –  
when the PV unit produces less power yields 
– and the building can be self-sufficiently  
supplied with power without a connection to 
the grid," says building contractor Boris Maier.
 

PERFECT
FINANCING PARTNER 
Sparkasse is happy to support you as a finan-
cing partner and offers custom financing and 
coverage. 

Power-generating
pellet heating from
ÖkoFEN

Eferding-Peuerbach-Waizenkirchen

© ÖkoFEN
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Bauhütte Leitl-Werke GmbH
4070 Eferding/Austria, Leitl-Straße 1
Tel.: 07272/24 44-0, 
Fax: 07272/24 44-199
E-Mail: office@leitl.at

Companies register 87126 b, 
regional court Wels, Hinzenbach 
VAT no. ATU 24363007, DVR no. 1073045

Partner company:

www.vitalsonnenhauspro.at
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LEITL VITAL SONNENHAUS PRO IN SCHWERTBERG/AUSTRIA: 
Solar-heated residential building with biomass support

Figures and technical data

BUILDING:
VitalSonnenhausPro

 Usage space 
 cellar 188 m² 
 ground floor 150 m² 

 Heated building volume 
 cellar 600 m³ 
 ground floor 530 m³ 

 Heat distribution 
 floor heating & 
 component activation

 Masonry
 monolythic/Leitl Vital bricks 
 Solex 50/U = 0.15 W/m²K 
 inside: KlimaPutzS and  
 ionit wall cream 
 outside: Baumit plaster and HardTop 

 Windows
 Actual Fenster Alwood: 
 U= 0.66 W/m²K

HEATING:
Solar coverage: 70 % 
Total coverage with pellets: 100 %

 Component activation
 basement ceiling, GF ceiling and
 northern outer wall

 Annual heating requirements
 24 kWh/m² w/o comp. activation
 21 kWh/m² w/ comp. activation
 GF+B ceilings

 Heat energy requirements
 22,000 kWh/a

 Solar thermal collector
 SST facade collector 80 m²

 Buffer storage
 NAU layered storage 2 x 4,500 ltr

 Pellet vessel
 ÖkoFEN Pellematic Smart_e 0.6/9 kW

 Fuel requirements – pellets
 ca. 1,600 kg/a

 Fireplace
 Schiedel Kingfire Parat
 Aqua S/7.8 kW

POWER:
Solar coverage during
independent operation: 91 %
Total coverage with
Pellematic: 110 % 

 Power consumption 
 independent operation: 2,200 kWh/a, 
 daytime consumption: 6 kWh; 
 comfortable usage: 3,500 kWh/a, 
 daytime consumption: 10 kWh

 PV module surfaces
 Roof unit: 6.2 kWp/45 m²;
 Facade unit: 3.3 kWp/25 m² 

 Generated solar power
 8,500 kWh/a
 Surplus is fed into the
 grid

 Electrical yield - Stirling engine
 ÖkoFEN Pellematic Smart_e 0.6:
 400 kWh

 Battery
 Lithium battery LiFePO4
 Nominal capacity: 12 kWh
 Usable capacity: 9.6 kWh

 Inverter
 Fronius Symo Hybrid 5.0

You can 
visit our

Call: ++43/664/1660886


